HEALING TRANSFORMATION WORKSHOP
September 28-30, 2018
Come learn this unique hands-on Bioelectric Healing technique (also known as
Bioenergy healing) from Ellen Lewinberg, a Bioenergy Therapist who has been
practicing and teaching hands-on healing around the world since 2009.
In this three-day workshop you will learn how to use
the energy that surrounds us to facilitate changes
in people’s bioelectric energy systems, so that they
may begin the process of healing on physical,
psychological and spiritual levels. This system of
bioenergy healing helps practitioners to access
the body’s own healing mechanisms and helps to
promote change in long-standing psychological
and physical issues.

Workshop schedule
Friday, Sep 28th, 7.00PM to 9.00PM –
• Introduction

Saturday, Sep 29th, 9.00AM to 4.30PM
• Introduction to energy work
• Learning techniques
• Practicing techniques

Sunday, Sep 30th, 9.00AM to 4.30PM

What you will learn
You will learn a series of effective techniques to
facilitate healing and a variety of patterns that lead to
change in a wide variety of dis-eases including arthritis,
diabetes, heart disease, MS, cancer and many more.
Through participation in hands-on practice, you will
learn:
• How to offer healing energy to family, friends and
clients
• How to use specific techniques to give energy and
take away energy (when there is pain for example)
• How to improve the immune system
• How to protect and strengthen your own energy
system
• How to follow symptoms rather than diagnose.

Who should attend

• Learning how to apply the techniques to any
condition or dis-ease
• Patterns to apply to all conditions
• Practicing the patterns

Lay people, medical practitioners, massage therapists;
anyone who wants to learn about effecting change
with energy.

What people say about Ellen’s workshops

Fee includes handouts describing techniques and
treatment patterns. Meals are on your own.

• Thank you for sharing your experience and
beauty. Also for modeling your flexibility in
applying the techniques. ~ BK
• Enjoyed the seminar – appreciated your pace
and clarity. ~ RS
• Surpassed my expectations very beneficial. ~ LV
• I thought it was very organized, stimulating and
professional etc. ~ JH
• Enjoyed how you formatted the seminar, the
presentation, practice sessions, review of the
written information was great. I look forward to
meeting up again. ~ NR

Registration fee: $400 per person + HST

To register, please visit
our website or call Ellen.
Toronto, Canada +1 416 203 2744
ellen@healingtransformation.ca
www.healingtransformation.ca

